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EMDAT MAKES MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION MORE EFFICIENT WITH NEWEST 

VERSION OF INSCRIBE  
 

Fitchburg, Wis. (April 13, 2012) – Emdat Inc., a leading provider of web-based medical 

documentation software, announces the newest release of InScribe, the HIPAA-compliant typing 

application designed to help clinical documentation specialists easily and quickly complete 

quality documents. InScribe version 4.109 boasts advanced voice recognition (VR) integration 

and Qualified Text capabilities. 

 

The update to InScribe features unprecedented VR integration with Qualified Text, functionality 

only Emdat provides. Qualified Text increases physician productivity and decreases transcription 

costs for medical facilities by automatically generating common text based on medical 

documentation. InScribe 4.109 utilizes an even deeper integration with M*Modal’s Speech 

Understanding™ in order to allow Qualified Text to be used inside voice recognition 

transcriptions. 

 

“As our industry evolves, more medical documentation options are emerging that promote 

significant efficiencies, but don’t always deliver. At Emdat, we are constantly pushing the 

standards in order to provide the highest quality solutions that deliver on the promise of your 

EHR,” said Emdat CEO Randy Olver. “We believe in the future of VR, and InScribe 4.109’s 

support of Qualified Text within VR makes the dictation process even more efficient and 

documentation even faster.” 

 

In November 2011, Emdat released version 4.106 of InScribe, which included significant updates 

that made the application easier to use and more customizable.  
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The latest version of InScribe can be downloaded from Emdat’s software page and update 

assistance can be found in Emdat’s knowledgebase article.  

 

ABOUT EMDAT 

Emdat, Inc. provides medical facilities, physicians and documentation service providers with a 

web-based suite of applications that maximizes clinicians' productivity and accuracy when 

documenting patient encounters. Emdat's unified platform streamlines the documentation 

workflow and populates EHRs and other clinical repositories with data derived from the 

timesaving process of dictation. Emdat's exclusive Qualified Text feature increases efficiency 

while reducing documentation costs. Headquartered in Fitchburg, WI, Emdat works with more 

than 2,600 medical facilities throughout the United States and a network of hundreds of 

documentation service providers worldwide. More information on Emdat is available at 

www.emdat.com. 
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